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A B S T R A C T

This paper describes the methods and results for the localization by triangulation of cosmic gamma-ray bursts
(GRBs) independently observed by two space experiments: the Mercury Gamma-ray and Neutron Spectrometer
(MGNS) and the High Energy Neutron Detector (HEND). MGNS is onboard the MPO/BepiColombo mission and on
a stage of cruise to Mercury whereas HEND is onboard Mars Odyssey mission and in orbit around Mars. An
analysis is performed of the accuracy of localization of the GRBs jointly observed by the two instruments at
interplanetary distances by comparing their light curves. Notable achievements and scientific opportunities are
described also in light of the recent inclusion of MGNS within the program of interplanetary network for gamma-
ray burst localization (IPN).
1. Introduction

Localization of cosmic gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) gives the opportu-
nity to perform observations to search the GRB counterpart in the optical
and radio energy ranges. GRB afterglow observations are crucially
important to foster knowledge and understanding of the nature of GRB.
At present, various scientific instruments onboard dedicated space mis-
sions, such as Swift (NASA) (Gehrels et al., 2004), FERMI (NASA)
(Paciesas et al., 2012), GECAM (CNSA) (Chen et al., 2021), INTEGRAL
(ESA) (Winkler et al., 2003) and AGILE (ASI) (Tavani et al., 2008) can
independently observe and localize GRBs. In addition, GRBs are observed
using instruments onboard the miniaturized satellite CubeSat (e.g.
GRBAlpha and VZLUSAT2). On the other hand, the localization of GRBs
can also be performed by triangulation technique using the data from two
or more instruments, potentially achieving a more precise localization
than the one performed by a particular space science instrument alone
(Hurley et al., 2013). The principle of such localization is shown in Fig. 1.
In this case, the localization accuracy is inversely proportional to the
distance between the instruments that jointly detect a certain GRB. The
Interplanetary Network (IPN) operates such localization (Hurley et al.,
2013) and includes a group of spacecrafts in the near-to-Earth orbit (i.e.
Konus-Wind, INTEGRAL, AGILE and Swift) and the High Energy Neutron
v).
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Detector (HEND) instrument onboard Mars Odyssey, orbiting Mars.
The prompt exchange of information on the localization of the

gamma-ray burst is also critical for the study of the afterglow. The
afterglow could last for a few days (Gendre et al., 2009 and Zhang et al.,
2006). Our preliminary experience shows that typical time required for
the high accuracy localization of GRB using HEND and MGNS data and
public release of this information is about 1–2 days after receiving the
data. The Gamma-ray Coordinates Network (GCN) is used for prompt
exchange, which distributes information about the events detected by
various experimental setups and spacecraft's (https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/
). The IPN also uses the GCN system to exchange information about
detected and localized GRB. Presently, we are working on a smart algo-
rithm to convert the above into an automatic and time effective
procedure.

After the launch of BepiColombo on October 20, 2018, its payload
experiment named Mercury Gamma-ray and Neutron Spectrometer
(MGNS) provides another interplanetary location for observation of
GRBs, potentially increasing IPN's localization capability and accuracy.
In fact, since October 20, 2021, MGNS became part of IPN (Hurley 2021).
As further detailed in Section 2, MGNS and HEND instruments are
developed to provide GRB detection capability in addition to their pri-
mary scientific tasks. In this paper we present the methodology
ctober 2022
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Fig. 1. The triangulation technique from Hurley et al. (2013).
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developed for localizing GRB sources by combining data from the MGNS
and HEND instruments and provide case studies of its benefits.

The paper is organised to provide in Section 2 a focused description of
MGNS and HEND whereas Section 3 reports the methodology of locali-
zation by triangulation applicable to MGNS and HEND. Section 4 pro-
vides a review of confirmed GRB events so far jointly observed by MGNS
and HEND. Section 5 summarises present achievements.

2. MGNS and HEND instruments

The HEND instrument (see Fig. 2) is developed for monitoring
neutron and gamma-ray fluxes from the surface of Mars (Mitrofanov
et al., 2003). It is one of the instruments of the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
Suite onboard Mars Odyssey mission (Boynton et al., 2003) aimed to the
study of the elemental composition of the Martian surface by gamma-ray
and neutron spectroscopy methods. One of the additional scientific tasks
of the HEND is to register GRBs. HEND instrument includes the Sensor of
High Energy Neutron detector (SHEN), comprising of a stilbene scintil-
lator crystal surrounded on three sides (except for the direction toward
the Mars surface) by an anticoincidence CsI inorganic scintillator crystal.
Fig. 2. MGNS instrument (left) and HEND instrument (right) integrated into the
spacecraft, respectively.
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In addition to the neutron signal, the output of the SHEN detector in-
cludes two gamma-ray signals: one from the stilbene (400 keV - 3 MeV)
and the other from the CsI (60 keV–1.3 MeV). These two gamma-ray
signals are continuously measured with a resolution of 1 s and 0.25 s,
respectively. HEND instrument provides an omnidirectional gamma ray
sensitivity and the effective area of its CsI setector is about 10 cm2

(Livshits et al., 2017). Naturally, the most appropriate data for high
precision localization of gamma-ray bursts are that with 0.25 s time
resolution from the CsI. As general practice, data transfer from the HEND
instrument to ground takes place on a daily cycle. In operation since 2001
and part of IPN since 2002, HEND provides the IPN an observation point
at interplanetary distance from Earth, ranging from 200 to 1300
light-seconds.

The MGNS onboard BepiColombo's Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO)
is developed to measure the gamma-ray and neutron fluxes from Mer-
cury's surface for the study of its elemental composition (Mitrofanov at al,
2010 and 2021). The design of MGNS is partially adapted from that of
HEND in regard to the neutron detector, operating logic and electronics,
see also Fig. 2. Moreover, MGNS includes a gamma-ray spectrometer
(GRS) based on a 300 � 300, high energy resolution, CeBr3 inorganic
scintillator crystal (Kozyrev et al., 2016, Kozyrev et al., 2016). Its main
purpose is the detection of nuclear gamma-ray lines associated with el-
ements in the subsurface layers of Mercury. As an additional scientific
task, the GRS can detect GRBs. The GRS generates two types of data:
gamma-ray energy spectra and integral count rates. The energy spectra
(of 4071 channels) can be measured with accumulation time of 20–2400
s and in the energy range from 250 keV up to 10 MeV. As HEND, MGNS
instrument is an omnidirectional gamma-spectrometer. Count rates are
measured in two energy ranges: from 250 to 440 keV; and from 650 to
8000 keV; and with accumulation time from 0.125 up to 8 s. Obviously,
the duration of data accumulation determines the temporal resolution of
the data. The time resolution in the current cruise phase can be remotely
controlled by specific commands, following considerations that include
also practical aspects as, e.g., the availability of memory buffers for data
storage and the capabilities of data transmission to Earth. As optimum
compromise, it is envisaged to use 20 s for spectral data and 1–5 s for
integral count rates. It is expected that measurements of the integrated
count rate in the energy range from 250 to 440 keVwith a time resolution
of 1–5 s can be used to localize gamma-ray bursts with high accuracy by
the triangulation technique.

Launched in October 2018, BepiColombo (Benkhoff et al., 2021) will
continue until December 2025 its cruise phase on a near-Mercurian
elliptical Sun orbit hence with a varying interplanetary distance from
Mars. After being captured by Mercury and inserted into its final polar
orbit (480 � 1500 km), BepiColombo will start the planet's exploration
phase in April 2026. This phase (1 year nominal and 1 year extension)
will continue until May 2028. It is expected that during the exploration
ESA BepiColombo Mercury Planetary Orbiter and NASA Mars Odyssey flight



Fig. 3. MGNS (blue line) and HEND (red line) light curves for GRB190530A
with time resolution of 5 s and 0.25 s, respectively.

Fig. 4. MGNS (blue line) and HEND (red line) light curves with background
subtracted and flux normalized are aligned for the best fit for the burst of
GRB190530A in MGNS detection time. The MGNS and HEND light curves are
presented with a time resolution of 5 s and 0.25 s, respectively. The thick red
and blue lines show the bins that are taking part in the fitting. The statistical
uncertainty at each bin is shown by vertical line. The HEND data have been
oversampled within the 5 s of MGNS time resolution.
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phase, MGNS data will be transmitted to the ground with a frequency of
once every 1–3 days, except for a few periods when there will be no data
transmission because of mission operation constraints. During the cruise
phase, data are transmitted with a frequency that changes from several
times per day up to once a week, depending on the capability of the
spacecraft to transmit data and on mission operation constraints.

Both MGNS and HEND instruments were developed and manufac-
tured at the Space Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences
and are a Russian-made and Russian-funded contribution by the Russian
Federal Space Agency (ROSCOSMOS) to the BepiColombo and Mars
Odyssey missions, respectively.

3. Analysis of the MGNS and HEND light curves and localization

Using the formulation by Hurley et al. (2013), a GRB jointly observed
by MGNS and HEND with a time delay ΔT can be localized as a ring on
the astronomical sphere with a corner angle θ with respect to the vector
between the two spacecrafts (see Fig. 1). The angle θ is defined as:

cosðθÞ¼CΔT
D12

(1)

where D12 is the distance between the BepiColombo and Mars Odyssey
spacecrafts, C is the speed of light, ΔT is delay time of gamma-ray burst
detection by HEND and MGNS instruments. The annulus width δθ is
determined by the accuracy in timing the detection of a single GRB by the
two gamma-ray detectors δðΔTÞ and by the accuracy in determining their
relative position in space. It is important that the accuracy of GRB
localization increases with increasing distance D12 and with increasing
timing accuracy, i.e. minimising δðΔTÞ. The systematic uncertainty in
determining the relative position of the Mars Odyssey and BepiColombo
spacecraft is determined for each spacecraft and taken into account in the
corresponding kernels that are included in the SPICE system (Acton 1996
and Acton et al., 2017). But in any case it is much less than statistical
uncertainty derived from the correlation between MGNS and HEND light
curves.

The timing accuracy is strongly related to the duration of the in-
strument's data acquisition interval, which in turn is determined by the
need to accumulate a statistically significant number of counts during
each interval. The limited sensitivity of the detector, determined by its
geometric dimensions and the type of scintillation crystal used, does not
allow one to choose an arbitrarily small data accumulation interval and,
thus, increase the timing accuracy. Therefore, the main way to increase
the accuracy of localization of gamma-ray bursts by the triangulation
technique is to increase the distance between the detectors to inter-
planetary ranges.

As described in Section 2, for high-precision localization of GRBs, the
HEND data with time resolution of 0.25 s from the CsI scintillator crystal
are used. MGNS data present instead a variable time resolution typically
from 1 up to 5 s, constrained by the mode of operation of the instrument
following chiefly mission control requirements and recommendations.
Fig. 3 presents the GRB190530A as observed by both MGNS and HEND in
terms of count rate variations over time also known as “light curves”.

With reference to Fig. 4, in order to evaluate the delay time ΔT, a
procedure was established in which the light curve of HEND is aligned on
top of that of MGNS by applying Pearson's chi-squared statistical test.
This approach is commonly used also within the IPN. Since the two in-
struments operate with different time resolutions, the light curves must
be converted to a uniform time resolution in order to be aligned. More-
over, it is convenient to operate the alignment in small steps so to
enhance the precision of the evaluation. Hence, we first proceed by
oversampling HEND data by dividing each of its 0.25 s bins into 5 sub-
bins of 0.05 s each. This allowed to operate the light curve alignment
in steps interspaced by 0.05 s time-shifts. At each step, HEND data were,
first, again rebinned from 0.05 s to the time resolution of the MGNS,
which ranged from 1 s to 5 s. Such a rebinning implies that some of HEND
3

original 0.25 s bins, are split partially in one bin and partially in the next
one. In case of the most common MGNS binning of 1 s, up to 5 original
HEND bins of 0.25 s are used with at least three remaining unsplit. In
addition, prior to the fitting, both light curves were background sub-
tracted and normalized to a unit area. Equal interval of times, and hence
number of bins, were used at each step of the whole alignment process.

The function χ2 was calculated using the formula:

χ2ðΔTÞ¼
Xn

i¼1

�
CM

i � CH
i ðΔTÞ

�2

σ2
i

(2)

where n is the number of bins selected for analysis for both instruments;
CM
i and CH

i ðΔTÞ – the normalized counting rates in bin i for MGNS and



Fig. 6. MGNS-HEND triangulation annulus for the bursts GRB200219C from
Group 1 (see Section 4). The red arrow indicates the crosses marks of optical and
X-ray counterpart associated with GRB200219C source (GSN circular 27161,
27162 and 27298).
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HEND data, respectively; σ2i – statistical uncertainty of values for CM
i and

CH
i ðΔTÞ. As mentioned, the light curve from HENDwas shifted relative to

that of MGNS by steps of 0.05 s and then converted to the time resolution
of MGNS (ranging from 1 s to 5 s). For each step, a value of the χ2 was
calculated. Fig. 4 shows the result of the described alignment procedure
for the GRB190530A burst, in terms of χ2 vs. time shift and the sought
delay time, ΔT, corresponds to the χ2 minimum. The delay time uncer-
tainty δðΔTÞwas calculated based on the minimization of the χ2 function
statistics for one-parameter function and at the 68% and 99% confidence
levels (significance of 1 σ and 3 σ, respectively). See the example of χ2

function in Fig. 5. The detailed procedure followed for calculate δðΔTÞ is
available from Lampton et al. (1976).

Based on the calculated delay ΔT, considering the associated uncer-
tainty δ(ΔT), the corresponding annulus of width δθ can then be evalu-
ated using equation (1). The coordinates of the GRB source in terms of
annuli with a probability of 68% and 99% (significance levels 1 σ and 3 σ
respectively) are then extracted.

In order to validate the above procedure, the GRB localizations car-
ried out with MGNS and HEND data were compared with that obtained
independently by other space instruments, as well as with that obtained
by the IPN network. Results indicate that MGNS-HEND data can signif-
icantly improve GRB localization as shown in Fig. 6 for the example of
the GRB200219C with detected and confirmed optical transient. This
figure shows how the MGNG and HEND data provide a significant
reduction of the area of the sky corresponding to the probable location of
the GRB source obtained from the FERMI data. Moreover, the associated
optical transient (Xu et al., 2020 (GCN27161) and Reva et al., 2020
(GCN27162)) and the associated radio transient (Cunningham et al.,
2020, (GCN27298)), are both located within the localization region of
MGNS-HEND.

In our analysis the time delay ΔT determination was implemented on
the well etablished Pearson's criterion. Within the IPN, this approach was
being used for many years in data analysis for GRB localization when
only HEND data were available (see, e.g. Pal'shin 2013). Not to introduce
additional systematic uncertainties, this method was also applied for the
joint analysis of HEND and MGNS data. It was successfully tested on
GRB's which have a very good localization, even without HEND and
MGNS data. Now, there are alternative methods to estimate best fit value
of time delay ΔT. One of them is based on cross correlation analysis
Fig. 5. Example of Chi-square function graph dependence of light curve com-
parison. Vertical red lines show the 3σ confidence interval of best cross-
correlation value of time delay ΔT.
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(Sanna et al., 2020). In the next update of HEND-MGNS GRB's localiza-
tion procedure we plan to implement different techniques and to test how
they could improve localization.

4. Results

Between April 2019 and November 2021, HEND and MGNS detected
130 and 43 confirmed GRBs, respectively. These GRBs were also detected
by other experiments and the findings are published in the Gamma-Ray
Burst Coordinates Network Circulars (GCN, see https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.go
v/gcn3_archive.html). The relatively low rate of GRB detected by
MGNS arises mainly from the GRBs detection limitation listed below:

- Limitation 1 is related to a relatively high energy threshold for gamma-
photon. Prime purpose of MGNS is that of detecting high energy
gamma ray from of Mercury's sub surface rather than GRBs. Thus, for
MGNS, the lower energy threshold for gamma-ray spectroscopy is
about 300 keV, which significantly prevents the detection of all those
GRBs with a main emission below that threshold. These GRBs
correspond to a significant part of all GRBs triggered by the Fermi/
GBM and SWIFT/BAT in the energy range 50–300 keV.

- Limitation 2 – the temporal resolution during the registration of
gamma-ray bursts by MGNS instrument varies from 1 to 8 s. This
limitation deprives MGNS instrument of the possibility of detecting a
group of short gamma-ray bursts with a duration T90 of less than 1 s
(Kouveliotou et al., 1993).

- Limitation 3 – the total number of GRBs detected by MGNS is also
affected by the actual operation time, about 74%. In fact, MGNS is
typically switched off at least during solar conjunction and trajectory
and orientation corrections and other mission operation manoeuvres.

- Limitation 4 – since HEND operates in the orbit around Mars, a part of
the sky is blocked by the planet, which prevents registration of GRBs
occurring behind the planet.

Thus, considering the described Limitations 1–4, the number of 24
GRB jointly detected byMGNS and HEND is consistent with expectations.
The list of these 24 GRB is presented in Table 1. For these GRB, we
applied the light curve fitting procedure as described in Section 3 and
estimated the localization of the source on the celestial sphere in the form
of an annulus. Localization data at the 3 sigma level of uncertainty are

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3_archive.html
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Table 1
List of localized gamma-ray bursts by the light curves from MGNS and HEND experiments with mention of available localization data and optical observations taken
from the GCN Circulars by other experiments.

# GRB name GRB data and
time

Experiments that provided localization areas for GRB sources in GCN
circulars.

Optical observations of GRB sources. Group

FERMI BALROG IPN SWIFT
BAT

AGILE
GRID

GECAM Opt. source
conf.a)

No opt. source
detectedb)

No opt. source
measur.c)

1 GRB
190501A

01.05.2019
05:23:23

no no YES no YES not
operated

- þ - Group
2

2 GRB
190530A

30.05.2019
10:19:08

YES YES no no YES not
operated

þ - - Group
1

3 GRB
191202A

02.12.2019
20:48:51

YES YES no no no not
operated

- - þ Group
2

4 GRB
200125B

25.01.2020
20:43:31

YES YES YES no no not
operated

- þ - Group
2

5 GRB
200219C

19.02.2020
23:57:10

YES YES no no no not
operated

þ - - Group
1

6 GRB
200313A

13.03.2020
01:41:36

YES YES YES no no not
operated

- - þ Group
2

7 GRB
200326B

26.03.2020
21:13:52

no no no no no not
operated

- - þ Group
4

8 GRB
200415A

15.04.2020
08:48:05

YES YES YES no no not
operated

þ - - Group
1

9 Not in GCN 18.05.2020
17:25:01

no no no no no not
operated

- - þ Group
4

10 GRB
200716A

16.07.2020
01:26:37

YES YES YES no no not
operated

- þ - Group
2

11 GRB
200716C

16.07.2020
22:57:41

YES YES no YES no not
operated

þ - - Group
1

12 GRB
200826B

26.08.2020
22:09:42

YES YES YES no no not
operated

- þ - Group
2

13 GRB
200829A

29.08.2020
13:59:34

YES no no no no not
operated

þ - - Group
1

14 GRB
200903E

03.09.2020
02:34:27

no no YES no no not
operated

- - þ Group
2

15 GRB
201103B

03.11.2020
18:06:45

no no YES no no not
operated

þ - - Group
1

16 GRB
201218A

18.12.2020
04:14:15

YES YES YES no no no - þ - Group
2

17 GRB
210112A

12.01.2021
01:37:03

no no no YES no no þ - - Group
1

18 GRB
210121A

21.01.2021
18:41:48

no no YES no no YES - - þ Group
2

19 GRB
210619B

19.06.2021
23:59:25

no no no YES no YES þ - - Group
1

20 GRB
210812A

12.08.2021
16:47:01

YES YES no no no no - þ - Group
3

21 GRB
210927B

27.09.2021
23:54:45

YES no no no no YES - - þ Group
3

22 GRB
211019A

19.10.2021
05:59:31

YES YES YES no no no - þ - Group
2

23 GRB
211022A

22.10.2021
00:47:28

no no YES no no YES - - þ Group
2

24 GRB
211120A

20.11.2021
23:05:21

no no YES no YES YES - - þ Group
3

a Optical transient was detected and its position is confirmed by the source localization area obtained from the MGNS-HEND data.
b Optical transient was searched without being detected.
c No optical transient search was performed.
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presented in Table 2. In Table 1, the independent localization of the
actual GRBs by other experiments (FERMI/BAT, BALROG, SWIFT/BAT,
AGILE/GRID, GECAM or IPN program) is reported along with observa-
tion of optical transient (OT). Of particular relevance in the data in
Table 1, it is that, among the group of analyzed GRBs, no events were
localized by all space instruments at once. Reasons for this include: one or
more instruments can be in planet-blocked regions; the energy range or
temporal resolution did not allow detection; one or more instruments
were simply non-operating when the GRB occurred. For the same rea-
sons, also the search by the IPN program does not always succeed in
localizing a particular GRB (Hurley et al., 2016). In this scenario, the
inclusion of the MGNS-HEND pair as a new kind of accurate localization
provides crucial additional opportunity in the search of transients asso-
ciated to GRBs.
5

After analysis, the 24 gamma-ray bursts presented in Table 1 were
combined into four groups. The definition of each group is given in
Table 3.

Group 1 includes 8 GRBs for which ground-based optical observations
have been performed and an optical transient has been detected and
identifiedwith the source of the corresponding GRB. The 8 GRBs ofGroup
1 were also used to verify the localization method of Section 3. The
ground-based optical observations showed that all GRB sources of Group
1 are located within the MGNS-HEND localization area on the 3σ sig-
nificance level. An example of the localization of a gamma-ray burst
GRB200219C from Group 1 is shown in Fig. 6.

Group 2 includes 11 GRBs for which localization error box have been
calculated and published in GCN circulars by the instrument teams of
FERMI, BALROG, AGILE and GECAM or by IPN project teams (see



Table 2
List of GRB triangulation annuli by MGNS-HEND data at the 3 sigma uncertainty level.

# GRB name GRB data and time MGNS-HEND 3 sigma annuli

R.A. (J2000), [deg] Dec. (J2000), [deg] R, [deg] þdR, [deg] -dR, [deg] ΔR, [ang. min.]

1 GRB 190501A 01.05.2019 05:23:23 264.532 �24.488 111.921 þ0.067 �0.184 þ15.031
2 GRB 190530A 30.05.2019 10:19:08 282.996 �24.235 161.160 þ0.078 �0.053 þ7.857
3 GRB 191202A 02.12.2019 20:48:51 28.319 11.172 130.319 þ0.120 �0.059 þ10.764
4 GRB 200125B 25.01.2020 20:43:31 67.108 22.094 56.538 þ0.009 �0.012 þ1.269
5 GRB 200219C 19.02.2020 23:57:10 87.721 24.061 145.033 þ0.089 �0.112 þ12.097
6 GRB 200313A 13.03.2020 01:41:36 106.314 23.487 30.518 þ0.250 �0.244 þ29.638
7 GRB 200326B 26.03.2020 21:13:52 117.871 22.018 112.043 þ0.182 �0.116 þ17.884
8 GRB 200415A 15.04.2020 08:48:05 133.351 18.699 125.697 þ0.093 �0.017 þ6.568
9 Not in GCN 18.05.2020 17:25:01 154.651 11.728 119.103 þ0.061 �0.080 þ8.440
10 GRB 200716A 16.07.2020 01:26:37 176.552 3.117 41.764 þ0.092 �0.086 þ10.667
11 GRB 200716C 16.07.2020 22:57:41 176.574 3.127 32.260 þ0.107 �0.102 þ12.533
12 GRB 200826B 26.08.2020 22:09:42 162.060 10.246 47.962 þ0.033 �0.058 þ5.468
13 GRB 200829A 29.08.2020 13:59:34 161.190 10.595 79.895 þ0.018 �0.022 þ2.387
14 GRB 200903E 03.09.2020 02:34:27 160.215 10.958 45.473 þ0.190 �0.215 þ24.255
15 GRB 201103B 03.11.2020 18:06:45 186.951 �1.159 143.468 þ0.118 �0.153 þ16.233
16 GRB 201218A 18.12.2020 04:14:15 217.845 �13.777 80.232 þ0.030 �0.027 þ3.460
17 GRB 210112A 12.01.2021 01:37:03 237.877 �19.880 55.888 þ0.100 �0.189 þ17.334
18 GRB 210121A 21.01.2021 18:41:48 246.521 �21.785 98.408 þ0.031 �0.111 þ8.501
19 GRB 210619B 19.06.2021 23:59:25 313.312 �17.792 51.967 þ0.024 �0.041 þ3.899
20 GRB 210812A 12.08.2021 16:47:01 326.733 �14.601 100.396 þ0.104 �0.098 þ12.142
21 GRB 210927B 27.09.2021 23:54:45 2.101 �1.674 94.135 þ0.034 �0.079 þ6.774
22 GRB 211019A 19.10.2021 05:59:31 27.190 10.927 89.034 þ0.021 �0.022 þ2.605
23 GRB 211022A 22.10.2021 00:47:28 30.161 12.392 125.005 þ0.096 �0.214 þ18.655
24 GRB 211120A 20.11.2021 23:05:21 48.375 20.195 78.700 þ0.031 �0.028 þ3.559

Table 3
Grouping of gamma-ray bursts detected and localized by MGNS-HEND
instruments.

Group Name Definition Quantity

Group
1

Confirmation A group of gamma-ray bursts in
which the localization of MGNS-
HEND confirmed the coordinates of
the detected optical transient.

8

Group
2

Decreasing of existed
error boxes size

A group of gamma-ray bursts for
which the error boxes for the GRB
source were defined. MGNS-HEND
localization confirmed the position
and the decrease of existed error
boxes size.

11

Group
3

Disapproval of existed
error boxes position

A group of gamma-ray bursts for
which the error boxes for the GRB
source were defined. MGNS-HEND
localization disapproved the
existed and suggested the new error
boxes position.

3

Group
4

Suggestion of new
error box

A group of gamma-ray bursts for
which no source localization was
performed. MGNS-HEND
localization is the first localization.

2

Fig. 7. MGNS-HEND triangulation annulus for the bursts GRB201218A from
Group 2. The crosses mark the points of observation of optical transients which
was not identify with GRB (see GСN circular 29087). The black square corre-
sponds to the error box obtained by the IPN.
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Table 3). As it is known, the most precise area for GRB's source locali-
zation is provided by the Swift experiment. The error boxes of Swift have
not been published for GRB from Group 2. For this group, MGNS and
HEND localization has significantly improved the size of the available
localization error boxes. For 6 GRBs of Group 2 an optical transient has
been searched but no source could be observed. One possible reason
being the size of the available error boxes of about a several angular
degrees, which cannot be fully covered by large ground-based optical
telescopes with highest sensitivity. MGNS and HEND localization could
decreases the error box size to a few angular minutes, a significant
improvement for the detection of optical transient. An example of the
localization of GRB201218A from Group 2 is shown in Fig. 7.

Group 3 consists of 3 GRBs for which the error boxes published in the
GCN have not been confirmed by the localization of MGNS-HEND pair
(see Table 3). For these GRBs, it could be proposed a new localization
annulus of width of 4–12 angular minutes and significance level of 3σ,
6

with no crossings with the existing error boxes. An example of the
localization of GRB210927B GRBs from Group 3 is shown in Fig. 8.

Group 4 includes the 2 GRBs for which no GCN circulars were issued
with localization data (see Table 3). The registration and localization of
the GRB is based only on the data of theMGNS-HEND pair of instruments.
HEND-MGNS localization, in this case, is unique.

Thus, Groups 2–4 include 16 of the 24 or about 67% of the GRBs
jointly detected by HEND and MGNS. Using data on the localization of
these bursts may greatly simplify the task of searching for afterglows,



Fig. 8. MGNS-HEND triangulation annulus for the bursts GRB210927B from
Group 3. The MGNS-HEND localization annulus has a width of about 6.8 angular
minutes at a significance level of 3σ. The radius of error boxes for GECAM and
FERMI experiments have values of 3 and 1 angular degree, respectively, at a
significance level of 1σ.

Fig. 9. IPN triangulation (GCN Circular 30993) calculated using MGNS-HEND
data for the GRB211019A.
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since this pair of interplanetary instruments provides a much smaller
localization error box than that provided by other near-Earth in-
struments, and in some cases this localization is unique.

5. Summary

During its first 3.6 years interplanetary cruise to Mercury onboard
BepiColombo, MGNS detected 43 confirmed GRBs. For 24 of these GRBs,
localization by triangulation in conjunction with the data from HEND
were performed and the obtained localization annuli provided an
average accuracy of about 13 angular minutes. For 16 GRBs (i.e. Group
2–4 in Table 3 and Section 4) the localization error box was either
significantly improved or a revised error box could be suggested.

The interplanetary position in the solar system of the BepiColombo
spacecraft provided a unique opportunity for MGNS to contribute in the
IPN program for localization of the GRBs sources. On October 20, 2021,
the MGNS instrument joined the Interplanetary Network for the locali-
zation of cosmic gamma-ray bursts IPN (Hurley 2021). IPN currently
consists of six instruments onboard spacecrafts of Konus-Wind, Mars
Odyssey, BepiColombo, Swift, INTEGRAL and AGILE. Two of them are
located at an interplanetary distance from the spacecraft to near-to-Earth
orbit: MGNS/BepiColombo on a cruise phase to Mercury and HEND/-
Mars Odyssey on the Mars orbit. Joining the MGNS to the IPN will lead to
more precise GRB localizations with an accuracy of few angular minutes.

During the first 1.5 months of participation of the MGNS instrument
in the IPN program, 5 gamma-ray bursts were localized with four of them
using the localization annulus obtained from the MGNS-HEND data: GRB
210927B, GRB 211019A, GRB 211022A and GRB 211120A (Kozyrev
2021a-d). Fig. 9 shows an example of an IPN triangulation calculated
using the MGNS-HEND data for a GRB211019A. For the GRB 211130A
burst, the HEND instrument data were not available, because the source
position was below the Mars horizon. Therefore, of all the interplanetary
instruments, only data from the MGNS instrument were used to calculate
the triangulation (Kozyrev et al., 2021e).

Taking into account the high science performance herewith pre-
sented, it was decided that MGNS will operate almost continuously
during the cruise and exploration phases of BepiColombo, with excep-
tions mainly limited to periods of trajectory adjustments. It is expected
that the MGNS data will be transmitted to Earth regularly, from daily to
once every few days, depending on the distance between the spacecraft
7

and the Earth. It is expected that the pair of MGNS-HEND instruments
will be able to provide precise localization with a detection rate of about
2 gamma-ray bursts per month.
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